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1ST CLASSICAL MANDOLIN SUMMER MASTERCLASS  

With Ugo Orlandi 

 

4th – 9th August 2015 

 

Syros Institute 

Ano Syros, Syros 

 

Athenian Mandolinata “Nicolaos Lavdas” organizes classical mandolin seminar with Ugo 

Orlandi, renowned soloist and professor.  

During the seminar, both open individual and orchestra classes will take place, which will lead in 

a concert at Apollon Theatre at Hermoupolis Syros. 

Ugo Orlandi (www.ugo-orlandi.it), is a dominant figure in the panorama of 

international mandolin music. As a soloist he has taken part in concerts and 

tours all over the world — notably with Claudio Scimone’s “ I Solisti Veneti”, 

and has performed in the most prestigious festivals in Europe and America. His 

interest in the rediscovery of the musical world of the mandolin has led him to 

record various programs, many of which feature as world premiere recordings. 

His interest for the early music and the musicological research brought him to do research in the field of 

the historical repertoire for the mandolin such as Domenico Scarlatti’s sonatas  and to redact the editions 

of “Il Periodo d’ oro del mandolino” and “Mandolin memories” (ed. Turris, Cremona). He has 

collaborated  with the Solisti Aquilani, Wiener Kammerkonzerte, Berliner Philarmoniker, Sergio Vartolo, 

Jordi Savall, Zubin Metha and Claudio Abbado. With the “Solisti Veneti” he has recorded two Cds for the 

ERATO containing Concerts by G.F.Giuliani, F.Lecce and the complete version of the Concerts for 

mandolin by A. Vivaldi. 

 Seminar duration : 6 days 

 Class hours:  10:00-13:00 individual lessons, 18:00-21:00 group lessons – orchestra rehearsals. 

 All instruments of mandolin family are included (mandolin, mandola, mandocello) and guitar as well. 

 Seminar location and accommodation: Syros Institute, Historical Old Jesuit Monastery, Ano 

Syros (http://syrosinstitute.eu) 

 Participation fee:  330 euros. Including: master class fee, accommodation in double-bedded rooms and 

lunch at Syros Institute. 

 

Fill in the application form, following the link below:  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/13L0y9o3499KzqLuFhBjpbCjp44v2pW3lGiSD0Y_OTWY/edit#  

 

*Classes begin on August 4th, in the afternoon. Participants should be present in the seminar venue by noon on the 

same day. 

**Info regarding arrival to- and departure from the Institute of Syros will be included in the e-mail confirming the 

application formw. 

***Number of participants is limited and a line of priority will be abided by. 
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